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ABSTRACT – — with the advance in wind turbine technologies, the cost of wind energy becomes competitive with other fuel-

based generation resources. Due to the price hike of the fossil fuel and the concern of the global warming, the development of wind 

power has rapidly progressed over the last decade. The annual growth rate of the wind generation installation has exceeded 26% since 

1990s. Many countries have set goal for high penetration levels of wind generations. Recently, several large-scale wind generation 

projects have been implemented all over the world. It is economically beneficial to integrate very large amounts of wind capacity in 

power systems. Unlike other traditional generation facilities, using wind turbines present technical challenges. Electric power. The 

distinct feature of the wind energy is its nature of ―intermittent‖. Since it is difficult to predict and control the output of the wind 

generation, its potential impacts on the electric grid are different from the traditional energy sources. At high penetration level, an 

extra fast response reserve capacity is needed to cover shortfall of generation when a sudden deficit of wind takes place. However, this 
requires capital investment and infrastructure improvement. To enable a proper management of the uncertainty, this paper presents an 

approach to make wind power become a more reliable source on both energy and capacity by using energy storage devices. Mixing 

the wind power generation system with energy storage will reduce fluctuation of wind power. Since it requires capital investment for 

the storage system, it is important to estimate reasonable storage capacities for desired applications. In addition, energy storage 

application for reducing the output variation and improving the dynamic stability during the gust wind and severe fault are also 

studied. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The development of wind power has rapidly growth over the last decade, largely due to the improving in the technology, the provision 

of government energy policy, the public concern about global warming, and concerned on the limited resource of conventional fuel 

based generation [1]. As the fossil fuel causes the serious problem of environmental pollution, the wind energy is one of the most 

attractive clean alternative energy sources. Wind power is one of the most mature and cost effective resources among different 

renewable energy technologies. Wind energy has gained an extensive interest and become one of the most promising renewable 
energy alternatives to the conventional fuel based power resources. Despite various benefits of the wind energy, the integration of 

wind power into the grid system is difficult to manage. The distinct feature of the wind energy from other energy resources is that its 

produced energy is ―intermittent‖. Due to the wind power is an unstable source, its impact on the electric grid are different from the 

traditional energy sources. 

 

Challenge 
Due to its intermittent in nature and partly unpredictable, wind power production introduces more uncertainty into operating a power 

grid. The major challenge to use wind as a source of power is that wind power may not be available when electricity is needed. the 

excess wind power has driven the wholesale electricity price to the negative territory in the morning while reduction of the wind 

generation has caused price spike in the afternoon. Thus uncertainty wind power may create the other issues for power system 

operation. For that reason, this paper studies the use of ―Energy Storage Equipment‖ to reduce the uncertainty and negative impact of 

the wind generation. The integration of energy storage system and wind generation will enhance the grid reliability and security. 
Energy storage system can shift the generation pattern and smooth the variation of wind power over a desired time horizon. It is also 

be used to mitigate possible price hikes or sags. However, this requires significant capital investment and possible infrastructure 

improvement. It is important to perform cost benefit analysis to determine proper size of energy storage facilities for the desired 

operations.  

 

Wind Power Generation 
The amount mechanical power of a wind turbine is formulated as: 

      Where ρ is the air density, R is the turbine radius, v the wind speed and CP is 
the turbine power coefficient which represents the power conversion efficiency of a wind turbine. Therefore, if the air density, swept 

area, and wind speed are constant, the power of wind turbine will be a function of power coefficient of the turbine. 
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Wind Generator Modeling 
There are many different generator technologies for wind-power applications in use today. The main distinction can be made between 

fixed-speed and variable-speed wind-generator concepts. 

Fixed Speed Wind Generator:  
A fixed-speed wind-generator is usually equipped with a squirrel cage induction generator whose speed variations are only very 

limited (see figure 2.3). Power can only be controlled through pitch-angle variations. Because the efficiency of wind-turbines 
(expressed by the power coefficient CP) depends on the tip-speed ratio λ, the power of a fixed-speed wind generator varies directly 

with the wind speed. Since induction machines have no reactive power control capabilities, fixed or variable power factor correction 

systems are usually required for compensating the reactive power demand of the generator. 

 
Figure 2.3 Fixed speed induction generator 

 

Variable Speed Wind Generator: Doubly-Fed Induction and Converter-Driven Generator (DFIG) 
 

In contrast to fixed-speed, variable speed concepts allow operating the wind turbine at the optimum tip-speed ratio λ and hence at the 
optimum power coefficient CP for a wide wind-speed range. Varying the generator speed requires frequency converters that increase 

investment costs. The two most-widely used variable-speed wind-generator concepts are the doubly-fed induction generator (figure 

2.4) and the converter driven synchronous generator (figure 2.5 and figure 2.6). Active power of a variable-speed generator is 

controlled electronically by fast power electronics converters, which reduces the impact of wind-fluctuations to the grid. Additionally, 

frequency converters (self-commutated PWM-converters) allow for reactive power control and no additional reactive power 

compensation device is required. 

 
Figure 2.4 Doubly-fed induction generator                              Figure 2.5 Converter-driven synchronous generator 

 

 
Figure 2.6 Converter-driven synchronous generator (Direct drive) 

 

Figure 2.5 and figure 2.6 show two typical concepts using a frequency converter in series to the generator. Generally, the generator 

can be an induction or a synchronous generator. In most modern designs, a synchronous generator or a permanent magnet (PM) 

generator is used. In contrast to the DFIG, the total power flows through the converter. Its capacity must be larger and cost more 
compare to the DFIG with the same rating. Figure 2.6 shows a direct drive wind-turbine that works without any gear box. This 

concept requires a slowly rotating synchronous generator with a lot of pole-pairs [9]. 

Energy Storage 
Energy storage is the storing of some form of energy that can be drawn upon at a later time to perform some useful operations. 

―Energy storages‖ are defined in this study as the devices that store energy, deliver energy outside (discharge), and accept 
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energy from outside (charge). Energy storage lets energy producers send excess electricity over the electricity transmission grid to 
temporary electricity storage sites that become energy producers when electricity demand is greater. Grid energy storage is 

particularly important in matching supply and demand over a 24 hour period of time. Energy storage system can shift the generation 

pattern and smooth the variation of wind power over a desired time horizon. These energy storages, so far, mainly include chemical 

batteries, pumped water, compressed air, flywheel, thermal, superconducting magnetic energy, and hydrogen. 

Batteries: 
Battery storage has been used in the very early days of direct-current electric power networks. With the advance in power electronic 

technologies, battery systems connected to large solid-state converters have been used to stabilize power distribution networks for 

modern power systems. For example, a system with a capacity of 20 megawatts for 15 minutes is used to stabilize the frequency of 

electric power produced on the island of Puerto Rico.Batteries are generally expensive, have maintenance problems, and have limited 
life spans. One possible technology for large-scale storage is large-scale flow batteries. For example, sodium-sulfur batteries could be 

implemented affordably on a large scale and have been used for grid storage in Japan and in the United States. Battery storage has 

relatively high efficiency, as high as 90% or better. 

Pumped Water: 
In many places, pumped storage hydroelectricity is used to even out the daily demand curve, by pumping water to a high storage 

reservoir during off-peak hours and weekends, using the excess base-load capacity from coal or nuclear sources. During peak hours, 

this water can be used for hydroelectric generation, often as a high value rapid-response reserve to cover transient peaks in demand. 

Pumped storage recovers about 75% of the energy consumed, and is currently the most cost effective form of mass power storage. The 

main constraint of pumped storage is that it usually requires two nearby reservoirs at considerably different heights, and often requires 
considerable capital expenditure. Recently, a new concept has been reposed to use wind energy to pump water in pumped-storage. 

Wind turbines that direct drive water pumps for an 'energy storing wind dam' can make this a more efficient process, but are again 

limited in total capacity and available location. 

Compressed Air: 
Another grid energy storage method is to use off-peak or renewably generated electricity to compress the air, which is usually stored 

in an old mine or some other kind of geological feature. When electricity demand is high, the compressed air is heated with a small 

amount of natural gas and then goes through expanders to generate electricity. 

Model of the Wind Turbine and Energy Storage: 
A study system consisting of wind turbine and energy storage connected to a power system is modeled using the Power System 

Simulation for Engineering (PSS/E) software by Power Technologies Incorporation. In the PSS/E, the wind turbine model is equipped 

with an IPLAN program that guides the user in preparing the dynamic modules related to this model. The collection of wind turbines, 

wind speed information, wind turbine parameters, generator parameters, and the characteristics of the control systems are included 

[16]. This study uses the wind package of PSS/E to simulate and combine the wind power generation system with energy storage 

equipments integrated into a power grid.The dynamic model is shown in Figure 3.3. A user-written model can be used to simulate a 

wind gust by varying input wind speed to the turbine model. The GE 3.6 machine has a rated power output of 3.6 MW. The reactive 

power capability of each individual machine is ±0.9 pf, which corresponds to Qmax = 1.74 MVAR and Qmin = -1.74 MVAR, and an 

MVA rating of 4.0 MVA. The minimum steady-state power output for the WTG model is 0.5 MW. In this study, the GE wind turbine 

models are used for simulation following the manufacturer’s recommendations [17]. 

 
Figure 3.3 Dynamic model of GE 3.6 MW wind turbine 

For energy storage model, EPRI battery model CBEST of PSS/E is used for simulation in this study. It simulates the dynamic  

characteristics of a battery. This model simulates power limitations into and out of the battery as well as AC current limitations at the 

converter. The model assumes that the battery rating is large enough to cover entire energy demand that occurs during the simulation 
[18]. 
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Typical Variation of Wind Power: 
Figure 4.1 to 4.4 show that storage capacity requirement to maintain the output of the wind farm as constant from one hour to one day 

under a typical variation of wind power. The storage capacities are 2.036MWh, 5.508MWh, 16.233MWh and 103.451MWh 

respectively. The maximum charging or discharging power ratings are 7.39MW, 10.66MW, 13.53MW and 17.58MW respectively for 

different desired operation scenarios. Summary of these estimated values relative to energy storage in typical variation of wind power 

scenario are shown Table 4.1. 

 

 
 

 
 

Smaller Variation of Wind Power: 
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As shown in Figure 4.5 to 4.8, they present simulation results for the combined system with storage capacity from one hour to one day 
when the wind speed is relative stable. As one can see, the required storage capacities and charging/discharging power ratings are 

smaller than the previous case. The storage capacities are 0.870MWh, 1.690MWh, 3.160MWh and 10.435MWh and the 

charging/discharging power ratings are 4.63MW, 4.69MW, 5.74MW and 6.26MW respectively. Summary of these estimated values 

relative to energy storage in smaller variation of wind power scenario are shown Table 4.2. 

 

 

 
 

 

Larger Variation of Wind Power: 
Figure 4.9 to 4.12 show that the behavior of the system for one hour to one day storage capacity when there is large variation of the 

wind speed. The required storage capacities are 5.164MWh, 10.524MWh, 22.819MWh and 137.863MWh respectively. Maximum 

charging/discharging power rating requirements are 16.20MW, 23.31MW, 27.94MW and 26.69MW respectively. Summary of these 

estimated values relative to energy storage in smaller variation of wind power scenario are shown Table 4.3. 
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Steady State Power Flow Result: 
The purpose of this power flow study is to observe the potential system impact during normal and contingency conditions after the 

39.6 MW proposed wind farm is interconnected with the grid system. The contingency analysis considers the impact of the new wind 

power on transmission line loading, transformer facility loading, and transmission bus voltage during outages of transmission line 

and/or transformers. This study assumes that the energy storage systems is to keep 39.6 MW power output from wind collected bus 

350 to grid. Therefore, the power flow result with energy storage equipments is the same as without them. To keep power system 

operates safely and reliably, the power flow result need to comply with the Taipower Grid Planning Standards [20]. The single line 
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diagram of system near the wind farm is shown in Figure 4.14. Table 4.4 compares the steady state and single contingency (N-1) 
power flow results before and after the installation of the wind farm. All power flows in the list are expressed in MVA. For N-1 

analysis, the obtained result showed no negative impact of the wind farm on the power system. The analysis indicated that an 

installation of the 39.6 MW wind power has very little effect on the grid system. 
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CONCLUSION 

Wind generation is the fastest growing renewable energy source all over the world with an average annual growth rate of more than 26 

% since 1990 [22]. Annual wind generation markets have been increasing by an average of 24.7% over the last 5 years. Global Wind 
Energy Council (GWEC) predicts that the global wind market will reach 240 GW of total installed capacity by the year 2012 [23]. 

Based on information from studies and operational experience, the report of European Wind Energy Association (EWEA) concludes 

that it is perfectly feasible to integrate the targeted wind power capacity of 300GW in 2030 – corresponding to an average penetration 

level of up to 20% [24, 25]. For high penetration levels of wind power, optimization of the integrated system should be explored. One 

has to establish strategies to modify system configuration and operation practices to accommodate high level wind penetration. For 

storage capacity option, our study reveals that more energy storage capacity and power rating are required if longer stable wind power 

output is desired. For simulation result during wind gust, combining the wind power generation system with proper energy storage 

equipments can reduce most of power system fluctuation. 
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